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BERNADETTE

is playing today at 4:15 p.m.

Q&A sessions give patrons a chance to talk directly to
filmmakers and find out the backstory behind the film. After
Friday’s shorts program, producer Mimi Wilcox, left, and
director Gladys Edeh discuss their film, “Mr. Gele: The Man.
The Story. The Craft.”

CIFF is all about
independent
and international films. On
Thommy T-shirt
Day, Kelly Evans
proudly dons
his vintage tee
from CIFF 32.
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Originally
from Cleveland,
Psathas has
attended prior
Festivals and
is excited to
have one of his
creations play in
his hometown.
And, as both a
filmmaker and
film professor,
Psathas, filmmaker and film
he has wonder- John
professor, used professionals and
students from DePaul University for
ful advice for
cast and crew of his feature
aspiring film“Bernadette.” The movie was shot
at Frontier Park and pool in Arlington
makers.
“Don’t make Heights, in suburban Chicago.
anything because you think other people
or film festivals will like it—make films that
you’ll love, because you’re going to live with
them forever,” he says.
“Always hold onto the heart of the film, but
don’t be afraid of change. At every stage, the
film will evolve—that’s just the reality for
independent, low-budget filmmakers—it’s
your job to make sure that these changes are
for the better and stay true to the story.”
What makes the final cut can, in fact, be a
painful process. “Sadly, many terrific scenes
and moments were left on the cutting-room
floor … As a director, it was simply heartbreaking to let that go, but the truth is that it’s
just part of the process. That’s what director’s
cuts are for, right?”
We had a similar problem here at The Daily;
Psathas gave us so many extraordinary answers
that there wasn’t room for all of them. Check
out the online edition of this article for the full
Q&A, and take a trip back to 1994 with us.
—Lara Klaber
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F

or “Bernadette” director John Psathas,
something crucial has been missing from
young adult films in recent years: a grounding in the ordeals that real teens experience.
“I can’t relate to what it means to survive a
. . . werewolf in my high school,” he points
out, “but I remember bullies. I can’t truly
understand the struggle of being in the middle
of a love triangle while in the midst of a
dystopian future homage to Battle Royale
. . . but I can remember missing the gamewinning shot with everyone watching. I also
remember being so hopelessly paralyzed by
teenage desire that I couldn’t speak.”
It’s those more down-to-earth moments
that intrigue and inspire him. “I’m really
drawn to coming-of-age stories—the moments,
choices, and relationships in our young lives
that have far greater impacts than we are able
to comprehend at the time,” he says.
Psathas and his production partner and
co-writer, fellow DePaul University professor
Patrick Wimp, started swapping stories from their
own past. “Each one started with the phrase,
‘I remember this one time . . . ’ At the end of
the day, we realized how much we wanted to
capture those wistful emotions onscreen.”
The film continued to evolve as they
brought their students into the process.
“Over three sequential courses, [we] led 14
sophomore-year students through each stage
in [“Bernadette’s”] production—from story
revisions all the way to festival strategies.
Over the course of that entire year . . . we
collaborated with them as peers.”
He set the film in 1994, a watershed year for
him that also harks back to a period when many
classic coming-of-age films—“The Sandlot”
(1993), “Camp Nowhere” (1994), “Clueless”
(1995)—dominated the box office. “It was not
only a big year for events in pop culture but,
more importantly, it was the last summer before
the Internet really exploded … That summer,
my world was smaller and I knew it well.”
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Winding Back to 1994

As CIFF 42 comes to a close, we look back fondly. There
were 12 days of engaged audiences, enlightened students,
grateful filmmakers, and thousands of patrons who truly
embraced curiosity with Festival staff, board members,
passholders, and volunteers.
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Added Screenings:
Sunday April 15th
Edie 9:05 am
6 Weeks to Mother’s Day 11:05 am
Tripped Up 1:05 pm
The Assassin’s Code 7:30 pm

Late Additions:
Sunday April 15th
Lean on Pete 4:30 pm
Check for the latest festival updates
on Twitter at www.twitter.com/ciff or
Facebook at www.facebook.com/
ClevelandInternationalFilmFestival.
Or visit www.clevelandfilm.org/festival/
updates.

Challenge Match
The Challenge Match is the CIFF’s annual
fundraising campaign, and the only time of
the year that we ask for your support (we
do not send out solicitation letters at any
time). The challenge to you—our
audience—is to raise $150,000, which will
be matched by Cuyahoga Arts & Culture.

Help us exceed our goal
of $150,000!
A $10 DONATION QUALIFIES YOU FOR
ONE OF THESE FABULOUS PRIZES!!
THE HUNGER GAMES – (MOSTLY) WEST:
Indulge in a meal out each month with
lunch or dinner at 12 area restaurants
(including Le Petit Triangle, Soho Chicken
+ Whiskey, Spice Kitchen & Bar, Melt
Bar & Grilled, and more), a mug, and
subscription to EDIBLE CLEVELAND.
IN THE MIX: If you like making smoothies,
hummus and soup you can do it all with
a Vitamix, the world’s most durable
blender! We’ll also include a signed copy
of Michael Symon’s Live to Cook book
and a gift card for Whole Foods Market.
THE MAKEOVER: Makeover your bedroom
thanks to Wayside Furniture. Enjoy a
3-sectioned wall closet insert with
professional installation from The Closet
Factory and then celebrate with a custom
decorated delicacy from Cakes by
Michelle. Is it bedtime yet?
Stop by the Challenge Match table in the
Tower City Cinemas lobby to donate.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

I

n the ’80s and ’90s, makeup artist Kevyn
Aucoin amplified the beauty of glamorous
celebrities, Hollywood actresses, and flawless
supermodels. Sadly, he passed away in 2002 at
the age of 40, leaving behind an undeniable
legacy and legions of heartbroken fans.
These admirers include Tiffany Bartok. The
actress and makeup artist considers Aucoin her
“biggest inspiration,” which explains why she
was a natural to direct a documentary on his life
and work, “Larger Than Life: The Kevyn
Aucoin Story.”
“Kevyn was an incredible makeup artist,
without question,” she says. “But, more than that,
he was an incredible man. And he was human:
He had struggles, fears, and weaknesses that he
strived to rise above every day. I think people are
surprised to see that side of Kevyn, and strangely
comforted by it.”
“Larger Than Life” features testimonials from
famous clients—including Tori Amos, Kate
Moss, Cher, and Naomi Campbell—spliced
with footage of Aucoin’s life, including
“hilarious” videos that Bartok says reveal him
to be “a maverick creative force.”
Given the caliber of commentary, one of
her biggest challenges involved choosing which
stories and observations to include, and which
ones needed to be left on the proverbial
cutting-room floor.
“There is a lot more to Kevyn than just the
ability to do great makeup,” Bartok says. “There
are more levels to his personality, his struggle,
his activism, and his humanity than one person
could ever fit in 102 minutes.”

Tiffany Bartok shines a spotlight on the late makeup artist to
the stars, Kevyn Aucoin. “Kevyn’s magic is not something that
you can put into words,” she says. “That is why it is best told in
a film—because film has the multiple dimensions in its ability
to tell his story.”

Above all, when people watch the film,
Bartok wants Aucoin’s humanity and generosity
to resonate.
“Kevyn thought everyone with a beautiful
heart was beautiful,” she says. “His only job was
to help everyone see their own true beauty.
And he succeeded in [doing] that on a superior
level.” 			
—Annie Zaleski
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L ARGER THAN LIFE:
THE KEVYN AUCOIN
STORY
is playing today at 10:15 a.m.

Embrace Poro!

Lake County’s Mark Porostosky
has been to CIFF in the last few years
and has seen one or two films. But
he never believed he would actually
be a part of the Festival. It’s his song,
“Embrace,” that audiences have
been listening to (sometimes multiple
times) each day.
“It’s a song that can mean something to everyone,” says Porostosky,
who plays mandolin and guitars for
the band Poro.
And he loves what Fusion Filmworks, who produced the trailer, did
with his music and the graphics.
Truly embracing the Opening Night festivities are Poro members, from left:
“It’s so perfectly done,” he says.
Ryan Walker, Susan Ulle, Mark Porostosky, & Evan Storey.
“It flows really well.”
For Sunday’s Closing Night, CIFF guests can
hear the band do a special performance, with
Andrea Belding (violin), Sam Harman (French
Everyone in attendance at any of the films
horn), Heather Storey (oboe), Evan Storey (drums)
showing in the last round is invited to join us
and Brandon Lichtinger (electric guitar) joining
for the Closing Night dessert reception and
permanent members Porostosky, Ryan Walker
awards presentation program around The
(bass, banjo) and Susan Ulle (keys). The band
Fountain at Tower City Center.
goes on at 8:50 p.m.
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Festival Updates

“Larger Than Life” shines a light on
influential makeup artist Kevyn Aucoin

Closing Night

Official Airline of the 42nd CIFF
The Cleveland International Film Festival receives
public support with local tax dollars from Cuyahoga
Arts & Culture, to preserve and enrich our region’s
artistic and cultural heritage.

